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Introduction

I A big focus of growth research has been non-pecuniary
knowledge spillovers (eg: Griliches (1982), Jaffee (1986)
Bloom et al (2013)).

I Another focus is (pecuniary) demand-led innovation:
I ‘The amount of invention is governed by the extent of the

market’, Schmookler( 1966), Invention and Economic Growth.

I This has yielded a number of market size studies: Health
(Acemoglu and Linn, 2004; Finkelstein, 2004), Environment
(Aghion et al, 2012), Energy (Popp 2002).
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Role of the State

I Government-led innovation?
I Government-led expansions of market size may have been

instrumental for innovation
I "Every technology that makes the iPhone so ’smart’ was

government funded: the Internet, GPS, its touch-screen
display and the voice-activated SIRI" [Mazzucato, 2013 "The
Entrepreneurial State"]

I Defense-led innovation?
I Defense spending has had a massive role in US public

spending:
I 15-20% total government outlays
I 20% of post-war R&D (30% in 1950s)
I Major policy tool: Compare $6.5 billion annually for R&D tax

credit versus $16 billion of military R&D alone.
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This paper.

I We address the market size question using a (firm-level)
production network approach (eg: Atalay et al (2011),
Acemoglu et al (2012), Carvalho(2014), Baqaee and Farhi
(2017)).

I Basic idea: Trace the transmission of defense spending
shocks through the supply chain. Are there credible
‘cascading market size’ effects on innovation?

I Implementation: A monstrous combination of federal
contracts, patents and Compustat production network data.
Best illustrated by example....
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Example - General Dynamics.
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Data - Matched Procurement Contracts.
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Data - Supply Chain
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Shocks to Market Size?

I To parse exogenous shocks we use product-level information
on the composition of DoD spending.

I Specifically, the DoD has historically utilised a 4-digit Federal
Supply Code (FSC) that is largely consistent from 1966
onwards.

I We use this to define ‘DoD product markets’ that firms
specialise in. Shifts in spending then affect firms through a
Bartik-style mechanism..
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Firm Product Specialisation Example
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Cascading Market Size...

I The twist to the basic Bartik strategy is that we map how the
DoD market size shocks affect firms down the supply chain
with no direct relationship to the DoD.

I Hence, these firms are removed from the endogeniety concerns
that come up with first-order transmission in Bartik designs.

I The approach also closely captures the indirect
‘government-induced innovation’ effect that has been long
speculated but hard to pin down empirically.
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Preview of Results

I Manage to capture clear evidence of firm-to-firm transmission
of defense spending shocks. Effects are at least as big the
main direct effects of defense sales.

I This ‘pecuniary spillover’ channel is a separate empirical
mechanism to the better known knowledge spillover
mechanism.

I Innovation patterns among the ‘islands’ plausibly fit the
hypothesis of high-tech ‘general purpose’ innovation indirectly
created by defense spending.
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Overview of Talk

I Analytical Framework: Market size and innovation in the
simplest supply chain.

I Data: How we build these ‘cascading shocks’ and what the
pattern looks like.

I Empirical Strategy and Results: Simple, clean approach to
modelling ‘sparse’ network shocks.
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Analytical Framework (1)

I 3 agents in the simplest supply chain:
I Final consumer: downward sloping demand curve
I Downstream final goods producer,
I Upstream intermediate goods suppliers (Cournot competitors)

I Both downstream and upstream firms:
I Choose quantities produced in order to maximize profits
I Choose how much to spend on (marginal) cost-reducing

innovation efforts

I Key comparative statics of interest:
I Response of quantities produced, innovation efforts and profits
I Across the supply chain
I Following outward shift of final demand curve
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Analytical Framework (2)

I Key result: Cascading Innovation
I Increasing the extent of the final demand good’s market →

worthwile to engage in cost-reducing innovation at all levels of
the supply chain

I These are simple market size mechanics:

I Downstream: Downstream producer faces (the traditional)
direct market size effect + cost reduction effect on its
intermediate input (given upstream innovation)

I Upstream: Upstream producer faces a (derived) demand
increase: increasing the size of the final demand goods’ market
leads to recursive market size effects up the supply chain.

I This is a novel pecuniary spillover channel.
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Data - US Defense Procurement Data.

I DoD Military Prime Contracts Files
I 1966-2003: via National Archives
I supplemented with Federal Procurement Data System

2003-2010

I Universe of DoD military contracts above $10,000.
I Transaction amount, contractor name, location of work, dates

of action, estimated completion date, contracting office within
DoD.

I Also: detailed Federal Supply product codes + weapon system
codes.
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Data - Firm-Level Outcomes.

I Match procurement winners to firms in COMPUSTAT.

I Matched via contractor name + ownership structure
I String-based name matching + DUNS + manual
I Getting about 75-80% total dollar value of DoD contracts, up

to 95% for R&D contracts.
I Obtain Sales and R&D outcomes + host of covariates for 1966

onwards

I Merge in NBER Patents Database:
I Obtain Patent counts, Citations at firm level
I 1966- 2007 (baseline sample years)
I Baseline sample: only firms that have ever patented
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Data - Supply Chain Data.

I Financial Accounting Standards Rule No.131:
I US Publicly listed firms are required to disclose the identity of

their major customers (10% of the seller’s revenues).
I They often disclose the share as well: we only work with these

observations.

I Information retrieved from SEC fillings:
I Available in Compustat Customer Segment File.
I String-based name matching + manual.
I 1977-2007 (annual).
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Data - Compustat Production Network.
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Defining Cascading Shocks.

I Construct ‘derived demand’ from DoD contracts for supplier i
of firm k at time t:

I θik : share of inputs that customer k purchases from supplier i .
I Amount of defense dollars from customer k to its supplier i :

cikt = θikdkt

I Supplier receives these ‘cascading’ shocks across multiple
purchasers of its goods. Aggregate across the K customers of
each supplier i to get the full cascading shock:

cKit =
K∑

k=1

cikt

I Premise: supply chain relations are "sticky".
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Defining Market Size Shocks.

I Here, we need the historical within-firm product shares of the
customer firms:

φkl ,t−5 =
dkl ,t−5∑L
l=1 dkl ,t−5

(1)

where l denotes DoD product code and k is customer firm.

I Hence total market size for firm k in period t calculated as:

mkt =
L∑

l=1

φkl ,t−5Dlt (2)

where Dlt is total DoD spending on product l . This variation
at the k level then gets transmitted through the supply
chain network via θik the input share relationships.
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Empirical Model (1)

I We have a generic outcome equation:

yit = αi + βcKit + δdit + X ′itλ+ τt + εit (3)

where yit is patents, sales or R&D; cKit are cascading sales
shocks; dit are direct defense sales receipts.

I Main issue is that cKit and dit are sparse, with a mix of
intensive and extensive margin shifts in sales shocks.
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Empirical Model (2)

I Use discrete indicators to measure different levels of sales
shocks:

yit = αi +
Q∑

q=1

βqcK ,q
it +

Q∑
q=1

δqdq
it + X ′itλ+ τt + εit (4)

where where q indexes the quantile and we set all the
instances of cKit = 0 and dit = 0 as the default categories.

I Basic logic of this ‘discretized shock’ approach can be
extended to indicators for the layer of the supply chain, market
size shocks, or type of firm.
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BASELINE RESULTS

How do the effects of cascade shocks versus direct defense sales
shocks compare?
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TYPE OF SHOCK

Effects by financial size of shock and level of cascade?
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DECOMPOSING DISCRETE SHOCKS

Do we see effects among ‘island’ firms with no direct DoD link?
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LOOKING AT THE ISLANDS.

Market size versus technology spillovers?
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Technological Distance

I What’s the composition of the innovation in the cascade? Is
defense spending inducing technological development in
‘general purpose’ areas?

I We break down the 3-digit US patent tech classes (N=419)
and calculate shares among different firm groups.

I These are a) Top 50 direct contractors; b) Smaller contractors
who are suppliers; and c) ‘Island’ suppliers.
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Conclusion / Extensions.

I More on market size variation + firm-to-firm knowledge
spillover controls.

I Spending shocks based on ‘winning and losing supply chains’
through big contract awards.

I More complex empirical information on firm-to-firm network
structure.
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Analytical Framework (1)

I 3 agents in the simplest supply chain:
I Final consumer: downward sloping demand curve
I Downstream final goods producer,
I Upstream intermediate goods suppliers (Cournot competitors)

I Both downstream and upstream firms:
I Choose quantities produced in order to maximize profits
I Choose how much to spend on (marginal) cost-reducing

innovation efforts

I Key comparative statics of interest:
I Response of quantities produced, innovation efforts and profits
I Across the supply chain
I Following outward shift of final demand curve
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Analytical Framework (2)

I Key result: Cascading Innovation
I Increasing the extent of the final demand good’s market →

worthwile to engage in cost-reducing innovation at all levels of
the supply chain

I These are simple market size mechanics:

I Downstream: Downstream producer faces (the traditional)
direct market size effect + cost reduction effect on its
intermediate input (given upstream innovation)

I Upstream: Upstream producer faces a (derived) demand
increase: increasing the size of the final demand goods’ market
leads to recursive market size effects up the supply chain.

I This is a novel pecuniary spillover channel.
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Analytical Framework (1)

I Consider 3 firms:
I Downstream final demand producer
I 2 Upstream intermediate input suppliers

I Downstream firm:
I 1 unit of final demand requires 1 unit of intermediate input

price + processing.
I Total cost of producing 1 unit of final demand: p(x) + c(kd)
I Cost reducing innovation (kd) under decreasing returns:

c(kd) > 0, c ′(kd) < 0, c
′′
(kd) > 0

I Faces downward sloping demand for final good:

P(y) = a− y
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Analytical Framework (2)

I Consider 3 firms:
I Downstream final demand producer
I 2 Upstream intermediate input suppliers

I Upstream firms:
I Symmetric Cournot
I Total cost of producing 1 unit of intermediate input x : c(ku)
I Cost reducing innovation (ku) under decreasing returns

c(ku) > 0, c ′(ku) < 0, c
′′
(ku) > 0

I Final good firm is sole source of demand.
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Analytical Framework (3)

I Solve for profit max. equilibrium in two stages:
I 1st Stage: Firms decide on levels of R&D spending
I 2nd Stage: Firms decide on quantities produced conditional on

levels of R&D spending
I Want to know:

I Upstream and Downstream: Profits, Quantities Produced and
R&D

I Following an increase in market size for final good (a ↑)
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Analytical Framework (4)
Results/Comparative Statics

I Proposition: For a large enough, increasing the market size for
the downstream final good (a ↑) leads to:

I Increasing downstream and upstream profits:

∂πd
∂a

> 0&
∂πu
∂a

I Increasing downstream and upstream quantities:

∂y

∂a
> 0&

∂x

∂a
> 0

I Increasing downstream and upstream innovation:

∂kd
∂a

> 0&
∂ku
∂a

> 0
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Analytical Framework (5)
Results/Comparative Statics

I These are simple market size mechanics:
I Increasing the extent of the market → worthwile to engage in

cost-reducing innovation at all levels of the supply chain
I Downstream: Downstream producer faces (the traditional)

direct market size effect + cost reduction effect on its
intermediate input (given upstream innovation)

I Upstream: Upstream producer faces a (derived) demand
increase: increasing the size of the final demand goods’ market
leads to recursive market size effects up the supply chain.
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